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Camp of the 5th Me Vols July 2nd 1864
Near Petersburg Va
Sister Dora:
I rec’d your letter of
th
29 this morning and am happy to say
that I am well though quite Lonesome
Since the Reg’t left –– It Started for
Maine the 23rd of june we were permited
to escort them to the Landing – it was not
much of a privelage for we had to travel
twenty miles in the dust and hot sun
but we did not know but what it would
take us out of a fight – so had no objections.
We were gone most three days then we
were organized into two Co’s and attached
to the 6th Me – as a Battalion
We like the Reg’t very well but not
the Brigade so it makes us feel quite
blue – It is dreadful hot and dusty
out here now have not had any rain for
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for nearly a month – The 6th Corps have
been out on a Recoisnance to the Weldon
and Petersburg Rail Road and destroyed
a great Portion of it at the same time
Gen’s Wilson & Kantz were on a Cavalry
raid at the same time and cut off
all there communications with Richmond
although they lost their train it was
a very Successful raid – we were gone
three days and now are back near where
we started from and the dust is so
thick it is almost impossible to do any
thing if we go into a tent to lye down
three minutes we will be all covered
When we cook have to go out into a
swamp or open field in Front of the
Breastworks so to not get our Grub
full of sand –– but I suppose it is of
no use growling – A fellow that has
been in the Army two years and af half
to enlist again Should keep quiet ––
We all thought when the spring

Campaign opened theat it would last
more than this summer–since that
have concluded to stop three years
Have you seen the old Regt yet?
it would pay you well for they were
going to take home those 6 Stand of colors
we have Captured - it will be quite a
curiosity to those who never saw one
Well it is so confounded now that I
cannot write worth a cent so will close
for this time – Write soon as you can
– and oblige your Brother
William B Adams
P.S. Tell I forgot that she was down
to Lewiston and have directed one Mon
of her letters to Webbs Mills

Write when ever you can and Direct
now to Co B 5th Me instead of K ––
this ink is full of grease so I can not write
worth a snap

